OLP Gas Fireplace Installation Guide
Models 200,300,301,302 & Labor Saver Fireplace

Personnel Required - (2) Minimum (4) Recommended

Tools - (2) ¾” box wrenches or sockets
          Razor Knife

CAUTION – DO NOT UNPACK IF YOU SEE ANY POSSIBLE SHIPPING DAMAGE!
          CALL 800-925-1491

CAUTION – DO NOT DRAG OR SLIDE FIREPLACE SECTIONS – DOLLY OR HAND CARRY
          ALL FIREPLACE COMPONENTS

STEP #1 – Unpacking

a. Begin by identifying the 3 interior “fire box” panels. Panels will be wrapped to one side of the entire package. Use Razor knife to cut away packing material and place panels in a safe place for later installation.

CAUTION – Packing material may be used to hold panels in place. Careless removal of packing material may result in damaged panels. TIP Remove one panel at a time while a second person holds remaining panels in place.

b. Remove the “chimney” section which is packaged on top.

c. With one person on each side, lift section 6 inches then remove and set aside for later installation.

d. Move the base of the fireplace out 3/4 inches away from the center section.

CAUTION – A fourth interior panel is located in a fold of cardboard between the fireplace base and the center section. Locate and remove this panel immediately and set aside to prevent damage.

Step # 2 – Fireplace Base and Center Section Installation

Fireplace must be placed on solid flat surface, ex. concrete slab, pavers or stone deck.

NOTE – Rear of fireplace must be placed a minimum of 6” away from combustible materials. DO NOT place combustible materials within 3’ of firebox opening. DO NOT place fireplace under overhead combustible areas.

a. Position base of fireplace in desired location.
CAUTION – Carefully lift and remove all fireplace sections. Handle each section from its base or from structurally sound locations.

CAUTION – It is highly recommended that you utilize packing material such as wrapping and cardboard to protect product during transport. Do not allow products to directly touch hard surfaces such as concrete, dollys, or fireplace sections until product is in its final position.

b. With one person on each side, position center section of fireplace on top of base section.
c. The center section is in its correct position when all bolt holes line up inside the fireplace.

CAUTION – Lift and rest center section to align bolt holes. DO NOT SLIDE center section on top of base section as damage will occur.
d. Bolt the center section to the base section with provided hardware.

Step # 3 – Fireplace Interior Panel Installation

a. Install firebox floor panel through fireplace opening
b. Install firebox rear panel from the top.

NOTE – The large row of “bricks” on the rear panel must be placed on the bottom

c. Temporarily place rear panel as far to the rear of the firebox as possible. Do not place in groove at this time.
d. While a second person holds the rear panel in place. Install both side sections inside the grooves located in the bottom section.

NOTE – The large row of “bricks” on the side panels must be placed on the bottom

e. Insert back panel into groove.
f. Adjust all panels until they align properly.
g. Insert provided panel wedges between the top of the rear panel and the fireplace wall to secure panels.

Step # 4 – Fireplace Top “Chimney” Installation

DO NOT place fireplace under overhead combustible areas

a. With a minimum of one person on each side, carefully lift top section to waist level.
b. Once in front of fireplace, place your leg which is closest to the fireplace on the base section and rest the fireplace top temporarily on your leg.

CAUTION – The fireplace top is very awkward and heavy! It is recommended that four people are involved in this step to prevent injury and damage.

c. With the top section on your leg, adjust your grip to allow you to lift the top section to chin level.
d. Evenly lift top section and position over center section, then, slowly lower into position.

CAUTION – The fireplace top must be lowered over the center section slowly and evenly from both sides. If one side is lowered too fast or at an awkward position, severe damage may occur.

* Gas log sets used with this product must be approved for outdoor use.
* Have a licensed plumber install your gas lines.
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**Warnings:**

- Obtain necessary permits from authorities in local jurisdiction and comply with all local building codes.
- To avoid the risk of damaging fireplace materials & increasing risk of spreading fire, do not use the fireplace to cook or warm foods.
- This unit has not been tested for use with doors. To reduce the risk of injury, do not install.
- Gas log sets used with this product must be approved for outdoor use.
- The unit(s) is designed to burn gas log sets outdoors.
- Have a licensed plumber install your gas lines.